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College sued for liability in
alleged campus rape case
Photo by: Quinn Darlington
Quintet Attacca, the College’s Ensemble-in-Residence, gave a concert in the Center for Chicago Programs on Monday afternoon.  The woodwind ensemble, which is considered one
of the premier performing groups in the Chicago area, has visited campus before and was awarded its residency earlier this year.  The group’s Roberto Sierra, August Klughardt and
William Albright.  Quintet Attacca won the Grand Prize at the 2002 Fischoff National Chamber Music Competition, making the ensemble only the second woodwind quintet to earn
top honors in the competition’s history.  The quintet’s members are Jennifer Clippert, Erica Burtner Anderson, Barbara Drapcho, Collin Anderson, and Jeremiah Frederick.
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by WILL PITTINOS
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
In the midst of Sexual Assault
Awareness Week, The Stentor received
an anonymous call reporting that a
civil lawsuit was filed in Ohio on
behalf of a 17-year old girl claiming
she was raped on campus and the Col-
lege did not respond effectively. 
According to the tip left on The
Stentor voicemail on Thursday, Octo-
ber 20, “I just wanted to inform you
that there was a complaint that was just
filed against the school,” the caller
said. “I’m going to be sending a copy
of it.” The Stentor has not yet received
a copy of the complaint.
However, Courthouse News Ser-
vice, a news wire for lawyers, con-
firmed the caller’s claim on its website
on Friday, October 21. “Lake Forest
College has been sued in Cuyahoga
County Court (Cleveland, Ohio),” the
news service reports, “by a 17-year-old
girl who says she was raped on campus
and the college failed to report it and
did not help her investigate it.” This
news service is comprised of a network
of correspondents who provide daily
comprehensive reports on new appel-
late rulings, new legislation and new
civil cases from the federal and state
courts. 
In an interview late Tuesday, Dean
of Students Beth Tyler stated that she
knew little more about the case than
what was made available to The Sten-
tor. 
“That is all I have seen,” she said.
“I cannot give you more than that.
Myself and my colleagues have to wait
and see what, if anything, will come of
this. This is something I just learned
about. No one has contacted us. This is
the only information we have.”
The College offered a variety of
presentations for Sexual Assault
Awareness Week, including, “Drunk
Sex or Date Rape: Can You Tell the
Difference?” “How to be a Bad Vic-
tim,” and “Girls Fight Back..” 
Student Government President
Lorenza Taylor refused to comment on
this issue.
DKE raises
$10K for
K a t r i n a
victims
by LELAND HUMBERTSON
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Shortly after Hurricane Katrina
struck the Gulf Coast and decimated
New Orleans, the Lake Forest chapter
of Delta Kappa Epsilon (DKE) Frater-
nity began fundraising efforts to help
the victims, ultimately garnering
$10,024.72 for the Hurricane Katrina
Relief Fund.
“The idea [to start fundraising] was
tossed around casually at our first frater-
nity meeting.  I led the charge organiz-
ing the initial advertising campaign and
contacting the American Red Cross to
get donations,” explained sophomore
James Kite.
DKE set up a table outside of the
cafeteria and accepted cash donations
from students on their way to meals.
This was considered the “active period”
of donations, lasting about six days.
Private donations from College faculty
and staff, including President Schutt,
were also part of the fund.  WMXM, the
campus radio station, was a student
organization that also made an official
donation.
“Initially, our goal was to was raise
$500.  However, we did that on the first
day on campus.  Our goal went from
$1500 to $5000 and we said what the
hell – let’s try to raise $10,000,” said
junior Shep Washburn.
Seeking to expand the reach of the
relief effort, the fraternity wrote several
local businesses and received additional
support.  Fifth-Third Bank made a con-
tribution of one thousand dollars.  Best
Buy agreed to match all cash donations.  
Wishing to branch out into the com-
munity of Lake Forest, DKE member
James Kite contacted Mr. Helander,
President of Lake Forest Market
Square.  He gave his permission for the
organization to begin raising funds out-
side of his store in downtown Lake For-
est.  Donations from that point took off.
“We were totally supported by the
City of Lake Forest,” commented senior
DKE member Lorenza Taylor.  “They
were extremely cordial, positive, and
willing to help.  Several people donated
checks of $500,” he continued.
The “passive period” of collection
followed.  DKE members requested
funds from their own families and other
internal sources.  "The fraternity got
addicted to raising money.  Brothers
were calling home, business contacts,
and anyone we could solicit money
from," said DKE President Joshua Gor-
don-Blake.
All funds raised by DKE were
donated to the American Red Cross. 
“I think the most profound impact
on the Brothers is our ability to reach
individuals hundreds of miles and away.
It's a great feeling when you know your
hard work fed families and provided
shelter for the homeless,” 
concluded Lorenza Taylor.
Quintet Attacca plays CCP
Students groove for hurricane relief
by LELAND HUMBERTSON
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Over two hundred people filled
Southside lounge last Friday night for
the Hurricane Katrina Relief Dance-A-
Thon.  About four hundred dollars was
raised which benefited Hurricane
Katrina Victims.  The event, co-spon-
sored by Art Club, College Democrats,
Rha, and PRIDE, brought couples clad
in different attire to dance the night
away – from 9:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m.  
Couples were allowed a five-
minute break, but those seen not danc-
ing were eliminated, leaving 12 of the
original 22 pairs remaining in the last
hour.  The final half hour was a heated
dance-off to “Holla Back Girl” by
Gwen Stefani in which the last dancers
standing vied for a pair of iPod Nanos.
“At the end of the night, everyone
stepped it up a notch and finished off
the night strong,” commented sopho-
more Elizabeth Birnbaum.
Sophomore Kate Witt and junior
Brandon Shook took first prize.  Witt
had high praise for the event.
“As a participant, I loved the music
selection and the soul train line was a
fabulous idea,” she commented.
“Also, having refreshments on hand
and the judges coming by to dance
helped keep the energy up and light.
The only suggestion I would offer is a
greater pool of sponsors that would
allow different categories of prizes,
such as overall ‘Creative Dancer of the
Night’ or something like that,” contin-
ued Witt.
Second place went to Doug Plagens
and Lisa Ralph.  They received gift cer-
tificates to Jewel.  A “Best Costume”
prize also went to Witt and Shook,
whose garb was patterned off of the
“Power Rangers.” For that, they
received a gift certificate to Nino’s
Coffee and random books donated
from various sources.
Participants enjoyed dressing up
and dancing for the night.
“It was a good opportunity for cre-
ative costuming, which is something
that I enjoy,” said sophomore Hayley
Wolfcale.
Even security at the event was seen
cutting a rug.
As bouncer, Greg Reger said, “…I
didn’t have any of the traditional
responsibilities of a bouncer.  The cou-
ples came to me when they wanted to
take their five-minute break.  The dance
marathon was a lot of fun to watch and
the costumes were fun and original.”
Photo by: Liz Birnbaum
Students strutted their stuff last Friday night to raise money for victims of hurricanes that have ravaged the Gulf Coast.  Prizes were given to participants with the best costumes and dance moves.
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Sox lure Washington Semester student back to Chicago
by DANIEL KOLEN
CORRESPONDENT
Last Thursday my bed was a bus
seat, my pillow a winter coat lining
as I got woken up at 2 a.m. in
Pittsburgh to change buses, and again
at 6 a.m. in Cleveland.
On my nineteenth hour of 20
on a Greyhound bus from Washing-
ton, D.C. to Chicago, I began to real-
ize I had been waiting to take this
ride all my life, not necessarily on
a Greyhound bus, especially not
from Washington, but a trip to Sox
Park for the World Series at any
personal cost, at any price, in any
circumstance.
From getting my first baseball
cards—a 1987 White Sox team
set—to my first baseball game at the
Old Comiskey Park in 1991, I can’t
remember a summer when White
Sox baseball had not occupied (or as
my father says “wasted”) an unbe-
lievable amount of my life.
A n d a s t h e b u s s l o w l y
approached Chicago, the Sears
Tower poking out in the distance,
the difficulty of scoring the most
coveted tickets in the history of
Chicago, even more than when
Michael Jordan reigned king, became
suddenly apparent.
Earlier, I read countless horror
stories of people who got turned
away by Ticketmaster.com for one
reason or another, or who got put
on hold for hours only to be told by
Ticketmaster reps that the tickets
had sold out in 18 minutes.
“Only the rich and well-con-
nected can get tickets,” one fan
complained on a Sox message
board.
Another fan remarked, “The real
fans can’t enjoy the game unless
they want to pay thousands from a
broker.”
My dad was adamantly against
my going to the game. While he
has been a White Sox fan his
whole life, World Series tickets are
always expensive, and getting to
Chicago from Washington would
risk my academics and once-in-a-
lifetime experiences in the nation’s
capital.
Still, the day after the White
Sox clinched a World Series berth, I
called Ticketmaster in Tacoma,
Wash.; San Diego; Atlanta; Chica-
go—hoping to get through by noon,
so I could get some tickets before
they sold out at 12:18.
By 11:52, all the numbers I
was prepared to call were dead.
So in a last-ditch effort, I
“googled” a non-baseball Ticket-
master in Miami at 11:55. After
waiting on hold for only four min-
utes, an operator picked up. He told
me the tickets hadn’t gone on sale
yet. I told him I could do that
whole waiting thing (it was for World
Series tickets, after all), and he
responded, “You’re lucky, you called
just at the right time.”
I hung up the phone after buy-
ing $150 seats down the left field
line, ran around my room, jumped
up and down, called my dad, uncle,
mom, sister, friends, friends of
friends, etc.
When I called my dad to let
him know I got the tickets, he
said he’d think about going with me,
although he had lots of work to do.
Two days later when I asked, he
said, “I’d be an idiot if I didn’t
go.”
My uncle, little cousin and dad
got to Sox Park four hours before
game time. The tailgating anticipa-
tion brewed in the air.  The throw-
back song from the last White Sox
World Series in 1959, “Go Go White
Sox,” played from my tape recorder,
but the song was drowned out by the
sound of hot dogs grilling and people
screaming “Let’s go, Sox!”
By my feet was a Polish Sausage
with grilled onions on top, and in my
hand was a Miller Lite—my first base-
ball game brew since turning 21.
And after my dad left for Iowa fol-
lowing the 5-3 Sox win, I watched
Game 2 with my uncle, aunt and three
cousins in their Evanston home.  Not
only did the White Sox win on a home-
run by a guy who hadn’t hit a dinger
all season in the second game, my
uncle found me a $56 plane ticket
from Chicago to Washington.
The luck just continued.
By the time you read this, the
White Sox may have won the World
Series, but winning isn’t the point.  It’s
what this Sox team did, how my uncle
found those plane tickets, how I was
willing to travel for 20 hours on a
Greyhound, how my dad drove up to
join us in Chicago, how all Chicagoans
were brought together with this game.
Throw away political indictments,
Supreme Court nominees and Iraq for
one second, I hope all of you—even
you non-baseball fans or Astros fans or
Cubs fans—soak in this important
experience in Chicago’s history.  End-
ing an 88-year drought like this can
only happen to a city once.  Be happy
watching the drought’s end, the rain
falling and the start of a new era for
Chicago.
Dan Kolen ‘07 is studying in Washing-
ton, D.C. at American University this
semester.
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Dear Editor,
Recently PRIDE held its annual
Coming Out Day panel. I was asked
to tell my coming out story. Being that
this was the first time I was going to
speak to an audience other than my
close friends about how I decided to
come out as bisexual, I was a little
nervous.
After the panel, Director of Inter-
cultural Relations Rob Flot asked sev-
eral of us to come to his First Year
Studies class on intercultural issues to
tell our stories again. I welcomed the
opportunity, but still I was concerned
because most people who know me
on campus know me as Ed first, gay
second. With this group of freshmen,
more than likely that would not be the
case. Still, things went very well and I
received a lot of great questions from
the class about coming out, how my
parents dealt with it, and the like.
One thing I did notice, though,
was that in both the panel and the
class, I didn’t really find much in the
way of homophobia. By this I mean
that the questions were more along
the lines of “how did you come out”
instead of “so which one of you is the
girl.” It was refreshing to see that stu-
dents here at least know enough about
being gay that they don’t equate us
with traditional gender roles and they
don’t assume we’re perverts. As the
class continued, I ended up explaining
to the audience something that I real-
ized about a year ago: we have what is
a very supportive campus, compara-
tively.
It seems strange that a school like
ours, located in one of the wealthiest
and most conservative suburbs in the
country, wouldn’t be just a little more
socially conservative, just a little less
okay with queer students. I’m happy
to say that is entirely not the case.
What I told those in the class I visited
and what I feel compelled to share
with my fellow Foresters is that Lake
Forest College is a great place to be
openly gay.
While I think there are issues we
can work on, and there are students
who have been harassed, I feel that
overall the student body equates
homophobia with racism and sexism.
It just isn’t cool. We still have work to
do on this issue, of course; look
around the cafeteria for a gay couple
that feels comfortable enough to hold
hands or dare I say kiss in the open
like their straight counterparts, and
you’ll be sorely disappointed.
Overall though, this school is
worlds more okay with the idea of
homosexuality than the average high
school and I would say probably the
average college or university. There
are no anti-gay marches on campus
and the queer students don’t have to
band together for protection 24/7.
Like everything else, the general atti-
tude of the student body is that stu-
dents can do their own thing. The idea
that we can be welcomed by our peers
in an environment that breeds toler-
ance instead of hate makes me proud
to be a Forester.
-Ed Vrtis
Junior
Dear Editor,
Creationism, including its spawn,
“intelligent design,” should be taught
at Lake Forest College.  The creation
mythologies of other religious tradi-
tions should be taught too.  So should
the Crusades.  So should the Enlight-
enment.  But not in science courses.
The reason is simple: the creationism
vs. evolution debate is not a scientific
debate.  Evolution is not at all contro-
versial to biologists.  Nor is it most
accurately described as a theory, in
my opinion.  I would describe evolu-
tion as the way we understand the his-
tory of life on Earth.  To reject evolu-
tion is not to reject one theory in favor
of another; it is, in fact, to reject sci-
ence as a way to understand Nature.
Science isn’t perfect, but it’s hard to
overstate the ways it has revolution-
ized our understanding of the uni-
verse.  It wasn’t that long ago that we
believed that the world was flat and
that the sun went around the Earth.
The reasons for the current promi-
nence of anti-evolution voices should
definitely be taught at Lake Forest
College.  It saddens me that religious
fundamentalists should become so
hostile to science and attempt to
invade scientific curricula.  I know of
no scientists that are arguing for evo-
lution to be taught in Sunday school.
I like to think that science is for
understanding how Nature works and
religion is for understanding what it
means, but here I am treading on thin-
ner ice.  My religion credentials are
shabby.  In fact, that’s another reason
why I won’t teach about creationism
or intelligent design in my science
courses.  In order to do this topic jus-
tice, it should be examined in the con-
text of religious fundamentalism by
an expert on this topic.  How about it,
Ahmad Sadri?      
-Caleb Gordon
Assistant Professor of Biology
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EDITORIAL OBSERVER / TOM ANGELL
THE STENTOR is a student publication
printed weekly throughout the academic
year. All editorials are the opinion of the
editorial board of THE STENTOR and do
not represent the opinions of Lake Forest
College, its students, faculty or employ-
ees. All opposite-editorials are the opin-
ion of the writer and do not reflect the
opinions of THE STENTOR or Lake For-
est College.
For questions or concerns regarding con-
tent please contact William Pittinos at
editor@lfc.edu or (847) 735-5215.
Creationism is not
for science class
THE STENTOR always welcomes let-
ters from readers; students, profes-
sors, alumni, parents, and other sub-
scribers alike. Letters must include
the writer’s name and class or
address and phone number. Any let-
ters may be shortened to fit the space
required.
Send all letters to opinions@lfc.edu
or drop them off at THE STENTOR’S
office.
War on drugs or war on education?
Grown-ups use their indoor voices
Picture yourself in a public library.  You are lounging
in a semi-comfortable arm chair and reading a novel, a
manual, a book on your field of specialty.  You cringe as
the screech of a young child echoes through the stacks of
books.  The cry pierces the stoic silence of the library,
tearing apart your one alcove of peace in the din of a
frantic day.  To your immense relief, a young mother
swoops down on the child, picking him up and chiding
him in a whisper: “Use your quietest indoor voice in the
library, sweetie!”
Well, Lake Forest College sweeties, it’s time you too
learned that grown-ups use their indoor voices in the
library.  We have had just about enough.
Since the College unveiled its spacious, citrus-bright
facility, the Donnelly and Lee Library, students have
flocked to it for many reasons.  Some go for the iced cof-
fee or the killer chai latte.  Some loiter in the computer
labs chatting on AIM or stalking high school sweethearts
on Facebook.  Still others go to the library to see and to
be seen.  Look around for yourself next time you hit up
the library—you’ll see all these types.  
Then there are those who go to the library to study.
These individuals remove books and highlighters from
their backpacks and proceed to actually use them.  They
open Word documents and actually type.  They are the
people who look up in disgust when another student car-
ries on a full-volume conversation across three study
desks.  
The studiers are the sworn enemies of the “see and be
seen” crowd because being seen always seems to go
along with being heard—and being heard loudly.  Based
on many experiences in the Donnelly and Lee Library,
the see and be seen constituency either ignores or bla-
tantly disrespects the silent studiers.
Now that we have determined the library types, let us
briefly examine which group has the greatest right to see
its vision for the library actualized.  The coffee aficiona-
dos and computer lab loiterers are harmless.  Conceiv-
ably, they could find a more suitable place to carry out
this business, but at least they are not disturbing anyone
else.  It is the see and be seen group that needs to be
reined in.  The library is foremost an academic building.
Students need to treat it as such.  Group study rooms are
specifically designed for people who wish to meet in
pairs or groups, so that there is no excuse for a few loud
voices to commandeer an entire section of the building. 
The library would indeed be a great place to congre-
gate socially, if it weren’t the designated haven for peo-
ple trying to escape a distracting residence hall or a
noisy roommate.  The library ought to be a place of
silent study, where students can be free from the distrac-
tions they encounter elsewhere on campus.  When stu-
dents cannot even find peace and quiet in the school
library, something has gone wrong.
When the new student center is completed, it will
surely offer a better place to socialize, at any volume.
Until then, however, all students need to learn to respect
the purpose of the library as well as their peers who are
trying to use it as such.
If students are not able to self-regulate, perhaps
library staff should be called upon to intervene in order
to maintain a library environment—one that is con-
ducive to research and study rather than socializing and
being seen.
As college students around the
country prepare for this semester’s
midterms, thousands of their would-be
classmates don’t have anything to
study for because of a federal law that
strips financial aid from people with
drug convictions.
The policy is currently being recon-
sidered as Congress renews the Higher
Education Act (HEA) for the first time
in seven years.  While the HEA was
originally enacted in 1965 to make
higher education more accessible and
affordable for all Americans, the Drug
Provision, added during the 1998 HEA
reauthorization, is an unjustifiable
roadblock in the path to college. Over
the past seven years, more than
175,000 students have lost their finan-
cial aid because of the HEA Drug Pro-
vision.
Every student affected by this law
has already gone through the courts.
Taking away their financial aid punish-
es them twice for the same crime.  Drug
crimes are the only infractions for
which students lose aid – murderers
and rapists are still eligible.  And
because of racial profiling and the dis-
criminatory enforcement of drug laws,
the policy disproportionately keeps
people of color out of college.
Last month Congress’s own
researchers at the Government
Accountability Office were unable to
find any evidence the provision actual-
ly reduces drug abuse.  In fact, other
federal studies show that high school
graduates not attending college are far
more likely to use drugs than those in
college.
Besides worsening our nation’s
drug problems and victimizing students
who are trying to turn their lives around
with a college education, this law hurts
America’s economic productivity and
makes our streets more dangerous.
According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, college graduates earn 62 per-
cent more each year and $1 million
more over lifetimes than people with
only high school diplomas.  College
graduates pay twice as much federal
income tax than high school graduates.
The revenue-slashing aid ban is unac-
ceptable in a time of budget shortfalls.
And the law does more than hurt
revenue, it drives up public spending.
Educated people are less likely to rely
on costly social programs like welfare,
food stamps and public housing.  Bud-
get hawks should be outraged that this
provision prevents people from pulling
themselves up by their bootstraps and
becoming productive taxpaying citi-
zens.
College graduates are also less like-
ly to break the law and become costly
drains on the criminal justice system.
People with only high school diplomas
are twelve times more likely to be
incarcerated than college graduates. 
We should encourage people who
have been in trouble with drugs to
move beyond their past mistakes, but
the HEA Drug Provision prevents them
from getting their lives back on track.
Graduating more college students
means greater economic productivity
and increased tax revenue, while lock-
ing up more inmates means taxpayers
must pay for skyrocketing prison costs.
Keeping this policy on the books is fis-
cally irresponsible.
One pending proposal to scale back
the law would help some students get
back into school but would leave thou-
sands behind. The minor change
would stop the provision from affecting
people with convictions in the past, but
students busted while in school would
continue to lose their aid, leaving the
fundamental problems with the law
unaddressed. 
Since there are already minimum
grade requirements for receiving aid,
the partially reformed Drug Provision
would still only affect students doing
well in classes. Good students would
continue to be removed from school for
minor convictions, many never return-
ing to finish their degrees. The
Department of Education reports that
more than a third of students leaving
college before beginning their second
year don’t return within five years.
Partially reforming this fundamen-
tally flawed law is like slapping a band-
aid on a gaping wound. Lawmakers
should fully repeal the Drug Provision
and reinstate aid to all qualified indi-
viduals who want to earn a college edu-
cation.
It could be another seven years
before Congress restructures the
Higher Education Act again. Con-
cerned students and educators should
urge their legislators to take the lead in
helping young people stay in school
where they belong. If Congress does-
n’t act now, another 175,000 students
could have the doors to education
slammed shut in their faces.                   
Tom Angell is campaigns director of
Students for Sensible Drug Policy.
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Lake Forest College a
supportive community
for GLBT students
You got it; the good ole boys of
Delta Kappa Epsilon (DKE) have
pulled it off.  We have recruited
and initiated girls to be sex slaves
in our Fraternity.  Our sex-slaves
wait on us hand and foot, even
prancing around in their bras as we
write vulgarisms and obscenities
all over their bodies.  The boys of
DKE should get a high five all
around.
If you are a lady who is con-
cerned about the reputation of
women on this campus, you should
be offended by the above para-
graph.  Delta Kappa Epsilon cer-
tainly is!
Sadly, this has been part of Pan-
Hellenic council’s crusade for most
of the semester to outlaw Delta
Kappa Epsilon’s “Lady Deke”
award, which was given out to a
few ladies whom we decided to
honor. The leader of the pack,
even asked a member of DKE if we
had sex-slaves.  While she doesn’t
deny the comment, she maintains
that it was taken out context.
The Pan-Hellenic Council has
relied on rumors and innuendo to
object to DKE giving out awards to
ladies on our campus.  Further-
more, these ladies have cam-
paigned against DKE and the
“Lady Deke” award recipients con-
cocting stories and scenarios that
are akin to pimping and raunchy
MTV videos.  The girls in bras and
the sex-slave scenarios have been
discussed as fact amongst Pan-Hel-
lenic Council or amongst its execu-
tive board members.  Delta Kappa
Epsilon will say now and for all
that these are rumors and ridicu-
lous lies.
What is the “Lady Deke”
Award?
The members of Delta Kappa
Epsilon decided, as a nice gesture,
to give “Lady Deke” awards to
ladies who have been supportive of
our new and developing fraternity.
The “Lady Deke” award was inten-
tionally created to uplift a few
ladies we think are special and to
dispel the stereotypes about frater-
nity men and their lack of respect
for women.  
Instead of recognizing anything
positive about this award, Pan-Hel-
lenic Council got wind of this, and
the crusades began.  Without ask-
ing one single DKE member, Pan-
Hellenic attacked the DKE Award
under the guise that it is an auxil-
iary program which violates Pan-
Hellenic Rules. Delta Kappa
Epsilon questions the integrity of
the Pan-Hellenic Council’s investi-
gation because rumors and gossip
were the only sources of informa-
tion.  DKE knows this because our
fraternity’s president had to request
a meeting with the council; they
never asked any DKE member or
“Lady Deke” until DKE questioned
their ridiculous investigation and
asked to be heard. 
To the Pan-Hellenic president’s
credit, she did inquire about our
“sex slaves” to a member.  The
same person, as of Oct. 18, is a
member of the Phi Pi Epsilon’s
honorary member group on Face-
book which is a blatant contradic-
tion - the pot calls the kettle black.
Note, that Pan-Hellenic is outraged
by the “Lady Deke” group on Face-
book and has even encouraged
sororities to ask members to
remove their names from the
group.  
As sad as it sounds, the Col-
lege’s administration took the same
position without once trying to see
how the award could be positive
for women on campus.  In his letter
to DKE President senior Joshua
Gordon-Blake, Director of Leader-
ship and Community Involvement
Chris Waugh demanded that all
“Lady Deke” activities cease
because they violated the National
Inter-Fraternity Council’s rules on
auxiliary groups. Maybe you can
answer this question.  How can an
organization be asked to cease
activities for an award or a group
of people who are unrelated and
have never met as a group or auxil-
iary?  Answer: when the College is
unwilling and incapable of provid-
ing evidence to back its decisions.
DKE feels that a positive award
given to ladies on behalf of the fra-
ternity should be embraced by the
college – or at least given adequate
attention or a proper investigation
by college officials.  Just like lia-
bility, there is always an excuse for
the school to outlaw what it wants.
Graphic by: Rene Gomez
Delta Kappa Epsilon has “sex-slaves”
by Delta Kappa Epsilon
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OPPOSITE-EDITORIAL
Chelsea Ledoux
Calling all
hermits
Why a liberal arts education? Silencing the
lambsake Forest College is a liber-
al arts college and we make
no bones about it. We adver-
tise it widely because it is the core of
our institution. Our own mission
statement describes what the liberal
arts curriculum means in modern
America. “We encourage students to
read critically, reason analytically,
communicate persuasively, and,
above all, to think for themselves.” 
The mission statement also
declares the ennoblement of the indi-
vidual as the product of education. In
fact, this is the first thing mentioned
and it would seem the ennobled indi-
vidual is the desired product par
excellence of the liberal arts. If it
wasn’t, why would liberal arts edu-
cation even exist if education is sup-
posed to ennoble the individual? 
Before I further confuse myself, I
must present my queries: Is this
school really accomplishing these
aforementioned goals? Are we think-
ing about the “big” questions that are
necessary to “ennoble the individ-
ual?” And even more basically, can a
liberal arts curriculum even accom-
plish such a Herculean task?
Traditionally, the liberal arts were
the basis of the education of the
elites of Europe. The “liberal” in lib-
eral arts came from the Latin for
“free;” it was the education of the
free men and not those who were in
the so-called servile trades, which
were specialized and occupation-
driven. The trades were fit for the
common-folk who would most likely
spend their entire lives learning to
master one occupational skill, such
as blacksmithing or car pentry.
Today, vocational training (electrical
school, plumbing school) and to
some degree, professional training
(pharmacy school, dentistry school),
are remainders of this other system. 
I must admit, there is something
alluring in the system of vocational
training. I respect and admire the sin-
gle-mindedness and no-nonsense
practicality of the friends of mine
who have gone on to vocational
schools to become electricians,
plumbers, and heating and air condi-
tioning specialists. 
When I think of a friend of mine
named Vince, who went on to spe-
cialize in heating and air condition-
ing repair, I am reminded of a man
whose nature is wonderfully simple
(and I don’t mean this in the sense of
lacking intelligence, far from it in
fact). He likes to work with his mind
and his hands; he likes heating and
air conditioning. If he is good
enough at his trade, and if word
spreads that he is good, he can make
a fine living for himself and possibly
for a family too. What more can he
ask for?
The liberal arts are, however,
supposed to take us beyond mere
occupational training. They are sup-
posed to open up our minds so that
we can think critically. But is this
necessary or even desirable? What if
you are like my friend Vince who
already has a set of beliefs that have
been passed down from his parents
and his [Roman Catholic] Church? Is
there anything that can strengthen
the love for God, family, and country
that Vince has had given to him
through his past education, both
scholastic and experiential?  No. His
philosophy is innate and spiritual. It
is intuition. The rock sits well.
Now, what have we of the
denizens of Lake Forest College? For
the most part they seem either con-
fused or indolently indifferent. The
two extremes here are:  those who
think so much that they are like a
dingy, floating at sea, in no particular
direction, or those who slide wholly
into Epicurean delight, and wallow
in physical pleasure, giving little
thought to much else. What has gone
wrong! Has the opening of the mind
to critical reasoning left the individ-
ual, not ennobled, but either degrad-
ed or lost? Is there no third way in
between?
Thankfully, the answer is yes. I
believe that midway between the two
extremes are those students who do
find answers to life’s big questions,
or at least an outline of an answer,
before they leave here. Those stu-
dents usually seem to embrace what
had formerly been their old, core
beliefs, now strengthened with the
rod of education. Or, they have truly
discovered something that suits them
while going here. In both cases, the
liberal arts education has worked
because it either strengthened con-
viction through a baptism of intellec-
tual fire, or it has opened up new,
hopefully greener pastures for their
character. 
After having established that the
liberal arts can accomplish (albeit, in
only some cases) what this school’s
mission statement has set out for it,
our next major task will be to ask
ourselves if this institution is doing
all it can to foster and create those
success stories. But that will be the
next week.  The liberal arts can
teach critical thinking and open-
mindedness with the foremost object
of the ennobled individual. 
There are some people who are
intuitively whole, who have devel-
oped an innate philosophy, so that
they are not in need of a critical
mindset, and can concentrate on
more mundane, practical matters.
These are people who are often
called narrow-minded or parochial,
but I sense that they are the bedrock
of society just as necessary as the
deep thinker. 
L
On Saturday, Oct. 8, the date of
Lake Forest College’s glorious com-
promise that we called “Homecom-
ing,” I awoke at 8:00 a.m. in the
recesses of my room in Moore Hall,
stumbled out of bed, and walked to
the bathroom to take my morning
shower. It is always of great interest
to me to inquire into the nature of the
third-floor bathroom, especially
early in the morning, for I am
allowed to behold the full character
of the respect with which the bath-
room had been treated the night
before. 
Usually, on Sunday mornings,
there will be Papa Romeo pizza
boxes, empty beer cans, discarded
cardboard boxes of longneck bottles
and the occasional item that just
makes you go, “how the hell did that
get there?” spilling over the tops of
the garbage cans and on to the floor
in an unsanitary fashion. This partic-
ular Saturday did not compare, as the
bathroom had been maintained with
a certain cleanliness that could only
come about by way of a lazy Friday
evening. So, I took a shower, and
thought little of it. Afterwards, I went
home, desiring to avoid any and all
activities associated with Homecom-
ing for precisely the reasons that I
came to find upon returning to the
College.
At 8:00 p.m., a mere twelve hours
after taking my shower, I returned to
the third floor bathroom in Moore to
find the most malicious treatment of
the bathroom I’ve ever seen in the
three years I’ve lived in Moore. A
whole case of twelve longneck bot-
tles of Budweiser Select had been
obliterated against every surface in
the bathroom. The floor was littered
with brown shards of glass, jagged
bottle-necks that looked like
weapons from a bar fight rested in
the sinks, and, as something of a dis-
play of the impressive nature of such
destruction, glass had managed to
find a way to stick to the walls. The
bathroom was a disaster area, no, a
genuine safety hazard. Glass had
begun to be tracked out in to the hall-
ways, and who knows in to what
other rooms.
Now, I understand the inferior
nature of Budweiser Select, such a
product shouldn’t have even been
moved off the shelves in the first
place, but that’s still no reason for a
particular someone to rage in such a
fashion upon realizing what a terrible
purchase they had made. Put garbage
in its place – outside in the dumpster
and not all over the walls and floors
of the bathroom. Unfortunately, such
wisdom has come too late.
When I came back to my room on
Oct. 22, several weeks after the inci-
dent, I found a letter written by my
RA taped to my door stating the fine
for such a primitive act to be $2100.
Yes, that’s right - $2100, to be divid-
ed evenly among the residents of the
third floor if the culprit is not found.
Wait, did I say evenly?
For the three years that I’ve lived
in Moore, I can think of only once
when the culprits of vandalism had
been caught. The track record of RAs
in Moore Hall, unfortunately, is
about as clean as the bathroom at
8:00 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 8. Per-
haps this is because RAs are exempt
from such fines – sure, it’s their
“job” to find these people, but if it
doesn’t hurt their wallets, why
should they care as much as I do?
This display of gross vandalism rep-
resents a need to restructure the way
RAs, most notably in Moore, func-
t i o n .
Now, I’m sure some of my fellow
residents, or most certainly, my fel-
low resident who placed his rage all
over our bathroom surfaces, will
protest to such a notion. I have
always been under the impression
that people move in to Moore
because they feel that there’s a cer-
tain lack of responsibility amongst
the RAs, or rather, that no one really
cares about such a “dump” as Moore,
and therefore, can treat it with such
violent maliciousness.
You know, we once had a drink-
ing fountain on the third-floor, that
is, until someone found a way to
destroy its porcelain exterior. And it
is for just these reasons that I pro-
pose multiple RAs on each floor in
Moore, because apparently one is not
enough. Furthermore, RAs shouldn’t
be exempt from working on week-
ends, because, as we’ve seen, this
only allows such individuals to get
away with such destruction. If a sec-
ond RA is put on each floor, then
RAs can trade off on weekends.
Also, they should be fined just as
hard, if not more so, for being so
inept in solving such a caper. If you
want to find the person that caused
such destruction, find the people who
leave their garbage in the bathrooms
for Sunday morning to roll around –
it’s not that hard. 
After all, is that not what they’re
being paid to do in the first place? On
weekends, RAs should be forced to
keep routine surveillance of all com-
munal areas, like the bathroom, to
prevent a repeat of what happened
during the day on Homecoming.
While my motives for going
home on Homecoming had been jus-
tified upon seeing this “third-tier”
treatment of Moore, I almost wish
that I had stayed behind to catch the
person that did this. While my fellow
Foresters were living it up in the
South Campus parking lot, one
Forester was allowed to perpetrate
such an act, without recourse. 
What irony that the “clean”
image that had been fought so hard to
ensure in the public sphere of tailgat-
ing should break down and manifest
itself in Moore. It’s time the adminis-
tration and its RAs stop kidding
themselves, and admit that the Col-
lege’s ritzy students aren’t as well-
behaved as they’ve been duped into
believing.
by John Luporini
h my god, there is
never anything to do
on the weekends!”
That is what I usually
hear when I ask my fellow students
for ideas to present to GA. Now I
agree because there have been
weekends where I have walked
down from Middle to South Cam-
pus and could literately hear crick-
ets chirping. 
However, when I ask these very
same students for ideas on improv-
ing campus social life I usually get
the same old “I dunno just some-
thing, more parties maybe and why
aren’t the sororities and fraternities
doing stuff?” That’s right; why
aren’t there more parties and stuff
for us to do? 
Since matriculating this fall
there have been several  all campus
parties hosted by United Black
Association (UBA), but the same
people show up every time while
the very complainers hole up in
there rooms complaining about the
lack of social life on campus. 
Come on people, we can’t make
the party or the fun come to you!
You need to get out and come to
Southside; don’t listen to your fel-
low hermits. The people who say
the parties are lame are the ones
usually holed up in their rooms get-
ting trashed on the weekends. Don’t
get me wrong, I love being in my
room, but on the weekends I also
love being around people. But just
sitting in your room crying to
Mommy that there is nothing to do
on campus doesn’t make the Social
Fairy come fix all our campus prob-
lems. 
People are just not interested in
living outside of their comfort zone.
As much as we say we have differ-
ent groups and cultural diversity,
most people stay in their comfort
zone. 
Case in point, this past week
was Social Justice Week.  Now I
wasn’t able to participate in all the
activities but I was fortunate
enough to go to some of the activi-
ties. I was less than ecstatic to see
the same ten to thirteen faces at the
events. (Don’t get me wrong I love
you guys.) All you people who
claim there aren’t enough programs
going on campus, I saw the signs
posted up in the Cafeteria as well as
the Pipeline printouts located
throughout the Cafeteria. You have
no excuse to complain if you aren’t
going to take the time to read about
the events going on. I know it does-
n’t take much time to read the
announcements because some of
you people complain about seeing
the Greek posters hanging up in the
Cafeteria for weeks after the events,
so I know you’re reading the signs!
Honestly, for you melodramatic
drama queens out there…you know
who you are (and I include myself
in this), get up and get involved and
stop complaining! 
I know many of you are going to
probably give me a lot of heat for
this article, but if you’re not happy
with something going on campus,
attend GA meetings on Thursdays
or seek out your GA representative.
If you don’t know who your hall
representative is, come talk to
me…the curly haired loud girl in
the library and I will take your
problems to GA.  Honey, if you
don’t apply yourself to the College,
the College cannot apply itself to
you…get out of your room, join a
club and start attending the All
Campus Parties because we are
doing them for you! And if you do
have a complaint, please also have a
solution to come along with if it
because no one likes a complainer
because life’s rough and we all need
to learn to how to deal with it!
The plight of Moore’s third floor bathroom
by Amma Marfowaa-Nuako
by Stephen Gorski
“O n light of my last article aboutstudents who have contracteddiarrhea of the mouth, I must say
that I’m a bit perturbed, for I naively
believed that the Chatty Cathys were
somehow confined to the lecture halls,
that hopefully they could not make
their way out of the rows of seats and
chalky dust clouds. 
But no, I was wrong again. I actu-
ally ran into a number of these
“what’s-his-face’s” friends while I was
sleepily brushing my teeth in the bath-
room, anxiously waiting for a cup of
joe at the library cafe, and hurriedly
walking to the Deerpath workout
room. Even though these select indi-
viduals are dear acquaintances with
the broken timer students, they still
deserve a title all to themselves. They
are what I like to refer to as the “it’s-
all-about-mes!” 
I think that they must have slept
through, or most likely talked through,
their high school science and history
courses about Galileo and the solar
system, for they have this ill-informed
notion that the entire universe (includ-
ing all of its billions of stars, planets
and galaxies) revolve solely around
them. 
They are also those people who ask
you how your day went only to rudely
cut you off mid-sentence and rattle off
an hour-by-hour account of their day,
along with random tangents about
their last night’s dramas and their
tonight’s plans, along with their future
dreams and aspirations...just in case
you were ever so interested or wonder-
ing. 
I mean honestly we need to have
nightly news broadcasts and hourly
radio talk shows of which they are
ALWAYS the guest stars. Then,
maybe, I would actually have a shot at
being completely up-to-date on what I
should know about their “oh-so-very-
important-did-I-fail-to-mention-sig-
nificantly-complicated-and-dramatic-
that-doesn’t-even-compare-to-anyone-
else’s” sort of life. 
Now, don’t get me wrong, I’m
always in the mood to learn something
new. After all, I am in college, right?
But there is a limit to the extent of my
liberal arts education. My attempt to
become a well-rounded individual
entails studying Mozart’s symphonies,
complex glycolysis mechanisms, the
feminist movement, Steinbeck’s The
Grapes of Wrath, Newton’s laws of
motion, World War II and congression-
al campaigns for preservation. 
For this reason, listening to an
“it’s-all-about-me” is definitely not on
the top of my “to do” list. I don’t have
the time to spare nor the slightest
desire to listen to their latest misad-
dressed billing statement, lunch menu,
paper cut, boyfriend saga, rough draft
essay topic, pants size, hair appoint-
ment, phone call, etc. It’s like watch-
ing an old, foreign black-and-white
film on mute. I would get more out of
a conversation with a squirrel for
Pete’s sake. 
Now, I don’t want to sound like a
bitter old nag or anything, but some-
body must say something. To all of the
“it’s-all-about-mes” on this campus,
enough is enough. I don’t want to
come across as mean, but the polite
thing to say to you is…please shut up! 
Honestly, I, along with most of the
student body, just don’t care about
what “you” have to say. It may be
harsh, but it’s the truth. Some of my
fellow students may be polite enough
to act like they are interested, even
though their blank stares and tapping
foot should say otherwise. But…I just
can’t do that anymore. I’m starting to
get antsy waiting around all the time
just listening to “you” talk, and my
cheek muscles are killing me from all
my forced smiles, nods and “uh-huhs.” 
I’ve seriously thought about actu-
ally cutting out a full-sized cardboard
image of myself, which I would plop
down in my place every time one of
“you” started talking. It’s not like it
would even make a difference, though,
because the “it’s-all-about-mes” would
keep talking and talking and talking. 
So, the next time one of you fellow
Foresters see me standing next to an
“it’s-all-about-me,” just trying to suf-
fer through yet another unbearable few
seconds of nothingness, would you be
so kind as to do me a favor? If you
can’t say anything to silence them for
the betterment of studentkind, please
at least shoot me in the head and put
me out of misery! 
I
Just sitting in your room
crying to Mommy that
there is nothing to do on
campus doesn’t make the
Social Fairy come fix all
our campus problems.
By 
Lindsay 
Britts
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Spirituality and college: exploring
options with the Interfaith Center
by MEGAN DOODY
CONTRIBUTOR
Didn’t think there were ways to
express your spirituality on campus?
Think again.   
Many groups and churches try to
get information to students about how
to express their faith despite the fact
that they may be far away from their
home church. 
Freshman Rosalia Cefalu says
“Even though the school doesn’t
actively promote a religious lifestyle,
there are opportunities provided to
students who have religious beliefs.”
One of these groups is Interfaith,
an “umbrella organization” that
serves students’ religious needs. "The
goal of Interfaith,” said Senior and
president Lora East, “is to promote
dialogue and understanding between
people of faith."
On Oct. 2, Interfaith sponsored a
parliament held by the Interfaith
Youth Core (IFYC).  IFYC uses a
diverse number of religious back-
grounds to give service to others.
Interfaith even has a group on Face-
book called “Interfaith: More than
just a place to inter your faith.” Along
with all of these responsibilities,
Interfaith oversees a number of differ-
ent religious organizations on cam-
pus.  
The Interfaith center also makes it
easy to attend a religious service. If a
student needs transportation, don’t
worry.  Interfaith organizes carpools
with other students who attend the
same event.  Individuals can also get
certification to drive a college van,
alhtough there is a $20 fee for a
license.
The Interfaith umbrella covers
many different groups including: 
-The Muslim Student Organization
(MSA), is one of the many groups
under the Interfaith umbrella.  The
MSA has been extremely active in the
last few weeks raising money for
earthquake victims in Pakistan,bring-
ing a Human Development Fund rep-
resentative to campus to discuss the
devestation.
The group also had informational
tables set up outside the cafeteria dur-
ing  Social Justice Week, encouraging
students to get involved. They set up
informational sessions around the
time of Ramadan. Sophomore Tas-
neem Saylawala is the head of the
MSA. If you have any questions con-
cerning that group, she will be more
than happy to answer them.  You can
contact Saylawala at extension 5991. 
-The Baha’i group, led by sophomore
Mithaq Vahedi, was also a part of
Social Justice Week on campus, spon-
soring a workshop titled, “Social Jus-
tice, why should I care?”
-The Vine, another faith based student
organization is a non-denominational
Bible study group, which meets every
Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m., usually in
the Chapel.  
Each meeting consists of a Bible
study put together by the leaders and
a discussion that follows.  The group
has also sponsored speakers including
Professor of Business and Economics
Les Dalabay as well as a pastor from
a Lake Forest church. 
After Bible study, there is a time
of worship which lasts half an hour to
an hour. For rides to church or more
information you can contact Krista
Evans by email at evanskm@lakefor-
est.edu.  
-In addition to weekly meetings, Hil-
lel, the Jewish organization on cam-
pus, sponsors Passover dinners, trips
to Synagoges (all faiths invited), and
“Seasons Feedings,” in which they
offer food to wayward students during
finals week.
-Interfaith also sponsors weekly Yoga
and Meditation groups not affiliated
with religion.
"There are many faith organiza-
tions on campus,” said East, “so
everyone should be able to find the
right one to meet their personal
needs”. 
If you don’t see a group that fits
your particular interests, Interfaith
encourages students to start their own.
Photo courtesy of: Mary Huxhold
The Interfaith Center, located on the second floor of Ravine Lodge, provides students from all religions a chance to worship and interact. 
Respect
your
FacMan
by CATE CRYDER
COLUMNIST
“Bob the builder! Can he fix it?
Bob the Builder, Yes he can!” 
Though they sport different
names and specialties than the popu-
lar children’s handy man, those who
work for Facilities Management
(FacMan) campus are just as produc-
tive, positive and helpful (minus the
cartoon sidekicks).  They cook our
food, clean our bathroom floors and
unclog our sinks.  We owe our
hygiene and health to those who work
at FacMan, in the cafeteria and cafés,
and anywhere else behind the scenes.
Thanks to these hardworking men
and women our “ship of knowledge”
that is the College campus, stays
fueled, clean, drained and afloat.  It is
time we recognize all that these peo-
ple do for us, whether it is with a
theme song or a smile.  
Many of us don’t realize just how
much is done behind the scenes to
keep our lives running smoothly (or
at least hygienically).  The drains in
the dorm bathrooms are a perfect
example.  If you think for just two
minutes of what matter goes down
there; hair, make-up, toothpaste and
remnants of meals (dare I say vomit
on weekends or when we’re ill)
breeding bacteria that could very well
contain the cure (or cause) for cancer.
Now if these drains get clogged, it’s
FacMan to the rescue!  I believe any-
one who is brave enough to stick a
hand, gloved or not, in these clogged
sink drains deserves a thanks, theme
song or even a purple heart.  
In reality, the purple hearts should
go to those who have to fix malfunc-
tions in the dorm rooms.  From burnt-
out light bulbs to smoking heat vents,
our squad of FAC “men” put on riot
gear daily to conquer any problems
that may arise in the war zones that
are our dorm rooms.  Who knows
what one may come in contact with
while rifling around behind beds,
bureaus and bean bag chairs.  Kudos
to the men and women who, despite
finding with the bottom of their shoes
the mysterious midnight snack from
two weeks ago, can still smile and fix
the broken air conditioner.  
In addition to our FacMan super-
men, those who work in food servic-
es on campus are an amazing group
of individuals.  No one else can make
my chicken, bacon, lettuce, cheese
and ranch wrap like Greg. Thank you
Greg, for making my hungry tummy
a happy one.  Of course, it’s not just
Greg.  It’s also Olivia, Amelio and all
the others feeding the ever famished
and scrounging college students.
They are the ones who make the
amazing cookies, milkshakes, siz-
zling salads and morning omelets that
get us from class to class.
Those who work on campus are
the reason we eat, take showers and
find late night study munchies.  They
fix the little problems that pop up
during day-to-day life.  Learn their
names and talk to them.  Thank them
for all they do, because without them
your bathroom would smell and your
midnight snack would be more
Ramen noodles instead of a ranch and
bacon sandwich and a snickers milk-
shake.
Just write: Writing Club
showcase of the week
Where do predators grow?
From acid rain polluted cracks in
city sidewalks? Or
deep wombs of furnaces beneath 
decrepit smokestacks?
Can they be identified by cigarettes
strung like Christmas lights
on street corners?
Will the smoke be exhaled
by way of their
smoldering glances,
(curling and unfurling)
to creep up drain pipes,
maneuver through
cluttered gutters,
trail down
rain rusted and winter eroded
fire escape ladders,
and finally settle
(a guilty nicotine halo)
over my night charred hair?
And when it dissipates
will our eyes meet?
(hands, skin)
In a silent admission?
(a silent prayer)
Our teeth are bared
(no conscience spared)
when the lines between 
offense and
defense are blurred.
In fact, all the things that keep
me from you,
you from me,
are utterly unidentifiable.
I can’t tell you how many times
I’ve tried to build walls
to keep predators out until
(brick by brick)
I’ve built myself in.
Such a foolish pretty girl
Makes you want to hate the world
For one day she’ll open her eyes
And imagine the big surprise
For fairy tales aren’t real
And she won’t know how to deal
With the fact that people lie
Or the fact that people die
She won’t know what to say
When someone walks away
Or what to do
When she becomes so blue
She thinks of taking a knife
And ending her sad little life
What will happen when she sees
That every smile has its fee
And how will she live
When people take more than they
give
Such a foolish pretty girl
Out against a whole wide world
But I’ll be honest, m’am and sir,
I would give anything to be this girl.
Such a Foolish Pretty Girl
De-Annihilated
by Nicole Nodi
by Marie M. Madel
Stentor Reader of the Week:
Courtney Barry
Year: 2007 
From: Westchester, IL
Major: Elementary Educa-
tion/Psychology
Activities: Circle K, Ambas-
sadors, SPICE and Delta
Gamma
Random Fact: She per-
formed surgery on a fish.
Read the Stentor?: “Yes,
every week.”
Photo by: Margaret Cassano
Junior Courtney Barry paints the night away in the Deerpath Lounge.
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Where Elizabethtown loses fuel, Domino explodes
by JESSICA BERGER
FILM CRITIC
Elizabethtown:
Cameron Crowe, who has won a
steady audience by directing a contin-
uous strand of understated, feel good
melodramas (Jerry Maguire, Almost
Famous), made one very crucial error
when he decided to film Elizabeth-
town.  He cast Orlando Bloom and
Kirsten Dunst as his leads.  Each of
these actors has a time and place, and
it is not here.  Bloom is robbed of his
British accent and stripped of his bat-
tle gear in order to play ‘Drew,’ who
has recently destroyed his major cor-
porate career and is off to bury his
newly departed father.  He often
comes across as though he’s reading
the message off of a greeting card.  He
is more emphatically overdone than
usual, and it’s hard to believe that he
may actually be a real live human
being.  Meanwhile, Dunst, adopting a
cheeky southern drawl to play a
creepily aggressive flight attendant
(who forces her cell phone number
down Drew’s throat…you really won-
der why he calls her.), is obnoxious in
a rather unsettling way.  
There are about a million other
young Hollywood combos that would
have worked better in context with the
plot, but unfortunately, someone was
hunting marketability when he cast
Elizabethtown.  
It takes awhile to get used to the
actors and their alien ways.  But
somehow, with two hours and a
methodical pace, you adapt.  Don’t
get me wrong, as unhappy as I may be
with the primary actors, this is still a
relatively decent movie.  It’s a bit dif-
ficult to explain, but it goes some-
thing like this: when it’s bad, it’s bad.
When it’s good, it’s very good.  
There are some genuinely charm-
ing and humorous instances within
the film that make you really wish its
remainder could live up to those brief
glimmers of beautiful ambition.   But
perhaps when he made it, Crowe was
fully aware of the flaws.  After all,
this is a movie that starts out with a
focus on Drew’s failures and his liv-
ing for suicide.  Perhaps it only makes
sense for it to discover its source of
energy and sense of life at the very
end, which it does quite well.  Believe
it or not, the last 45 minutes or so are
actually rather entrancing.  As the
film progresses on its winding road
trip, it discovers itself at an excellent
memorial sequence.  It’s so bizarre, so
disarming that when it ends I didn’t
know what to think anymore.  
You see, I’d finally gotten com-
fortable in my disappointment when I
suddenly realized I was content.
What do you say when that happens?  
Domino:
Equally as ambiguous in the opin-
ion/emotion department is the utterly
manic Domino.  Based loosely on the
life story of recently deceased British
fashion model turned bounty hunter
Domino Harvey (played by Keira
Knightley, looking a bit like a
glammed-up twelve-year-old boy),
Tony Scott’s “biopic” is maddening,
pulsating, and positively chaotic.   
Here is a film so full of its own
energy that its inertia blows through
the end credits.    It is dazzlingly
filmed, with bright kinetic tints and
hues and dizzying shots that make
filth and grime seem the height of
cool.  This is stylization to the
extreme, with text popping up for
emphasis of phrases, echoing narra-
tion and driving repetitive beats.
Scott slices up the film and lets it fly
by so fast it could induce an epileptic
fit. 
It’s garish. It’s violent. It’s com-
pletely illogical. It’s loud. It’s abu-
sive. It’s absurd. It’s abrasive.  It’s
schizophrenic. It’s trashy.  It’s tawdry.
It’s A.D.D.  Characters are constantly
introduced and randomly brought in.
The performances are frenetic.  The
scenes are distributed practically at
random.  And the plot? Sometimes
you wonder if it’s even there.
It’s a totally raucous train wreck,
an electric, destructive, cracked out
train wreck.
People will hate this movie.  They
will despise it so much they won’t
make it through the first half hour.  I
think I’ve established that it’s a bit
hard to swallow. They will lament
upon how it could have been so much
better, about how it wasn’t what they
thought it would be.  And sure, it
could have been a lot better, more tra-
ditional, more true to life….  Less
continuous drivel. 
But it’s eclectic, impulsive, driven
drivel.  And it’s fascinating.  We call
that paradoxical.  Let’s face it. That’s
entertainment.  So call me completely
insane, I think I liked it.  I welcomed
that audiovisual sensory assault.
Photo courtesy of: rottentomatoes.com
Kiera Knightly brings style to the manic and opressive Domino.
Photo Courtesy of: rottentomatoes.com
Kristen Dunst and Orlando Bloom are out of place in Crowe’s Elizabethtown.
by MELISSA STROH
MUSIC CRITIC
Everyone’s had a bad break-up.
You know the one I’m talking about -
where you decide to go all Angela
Bassett in Waiting to  Exhale and
burn all your ex’s things in a fit of
rage, not caring who sees or what
happens next. Well, remember how
you felt then? The Juliana Theory’s
fourth album, Deadbeat Sweetheart,
could be the soundtrack to all your
past anger, rage and bitter goodbyes. 
The band, comprised of Brett
Detar, Chad Alan, Joshua Fiedler,
Joshua Kosker and Josh Walters, set
out to make a more organic  album
for its first release on the Abacus
record label. A self proclaimed
“farewell album” in reference to rela-
tionships and their old recording
ways, the five guys from Pa. tried to
replicate their live show all by them-
selves. This do-it-yourself attitude
worked well; about 70 percent of the
album was recorded live, with all the
members playing together in a small
room. The result is a rawness and
unexpectedness that many bands
strive for their whole career. 
The bitterness slowly builds,
beginning with the first track “This Is
A Lovesong For The Loveless.” The
ricocheting guitars echo and build
throughout the song as Detar heated-
ly spews out the vivid scene.  The
band’s punk roots can obviously be
heard throughout the record along
with their pop sensibilities with the
scream-a-long choruses that can be
found in  “Shotgun Serenade” and
“We Make The Road By Walking.” In
the latter, Detar sings,  “We can wish
that everything was easy/Counting all
the ways that life’s not fair/Or say,
‘I’m not going down that easy/I’m
not gonna fall cause you’re not
here.’” 
Songs of torment and regret are
expanded upon as the album contin-
ues, further developing the musical
landscape. Drum machines, key-
boards and synthesizers are added to
improve the complexity of the songs.
The addition also helps to push the
rest of the album into a little bit of a
mainstream sound, which has the
ability to connect with a broader
audience. 
The album ends just as bitterly as
it began. The last track “French Kiss
Off” is about an ex girlfriend’s new
beau. The tongue-in-cheek lyrics hint
at the new boyfriend’s identity, “He’s
rich and white and full of influence,”
and later his name is spelled out: C-
O-C-A-I-N-E. 
A hidden track is later uncovered,
initially seeming to be the complete
opposite of everything that the band
built up in the previous ten songs. On
a second listen, the untitled hidden
track seems to fit well in the scheme
of things, sounding as if the album is
“coming down” from the high it
worked so hard to get. 
Deadbeat  Sweetheart strikes a chord with exes everywhere
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After tailing 19-14 to Grinnell College at the end of
the third quarter, Lawrence University scored twice
in the final period to record a 27-19 win. The Vikings
were led by quarterback Eric Aspenson who com-
pleted 7 of 16 passes for 91 yards and a pair of touch-
downs.  Running backs Craig Ebert and Ardell Bul-
lock combined for 192 yards and a touchdown.
Chris Howard is also in his first year as a head coach
and his looking for his third victory of his young
career. Before joining the Vikings in 2004, Howard
was the defensive coordinator at St. Norbert College.
In his three years as a Green Knight, he helped St.
Norbert go 29-4.  
Lawrence ranks second in the league in time of pos-
session. If they can keep the Lake Forest defense on
the field for long periods of time and pound them
with their powerful running game, the Vikings will
prevail. Huebner and Mahaney are both closing in on
single-season records in receiving and passing
touchdowns, respectively, so the Vikings will have to
limit Huebner’s catches and keep pressure on
Mahaney if they want to come away with the win.
Argentina defeated West Germany to win the World
Cup, the New York Mets beat the Boston Red Sox to
win the World Series, Nintendo released The Legend
of Zelda, and Lawrence University won the Midwest
Conference football title. The year was 1986, and
since then West Germany has united with East Ger-
many, the Mets have only made the post season three
other times, Nintendo has been replaced with
Playstation, and Lawrence hasn’t won another
league title. 
The Coaches
Keys to the Game
Odds and Ends
Last Week
Jeff Huebner caught his eighth touchdown pass of
the year in the second quarter and Jeff Ziemnik’s
33-yard scoring catch cut Carroll College’s lead to
17-13 with 10:23 to play in the third quarter, but
the Pioneers scored 23 unanswered points to post a
40-13 win. Soren Johnson led the defense with 10
tackles and Tim Paulsen added a pair of sacks.
Brent Becker can still match the record for most
wins by a first year Lake Forest football coach. A
win on Saturday will improve his coaching record
to 5-4, and will put him one win shy of matching
the school record of six wins.
The Lake Forest defensive line must keep an eye
on Lawrence’s active running game. Against Grin-
nell the Vikings tallied 317 rushing yards and had
three players with at least 90 yards each on the
ground. Offensively, Mahaney must take his time
on offense and look to utilize Lee Fabiatos and
Devin Furlong for short passing plays. The more
time the Foresters take on the offensive side, the
longer the defense will have to rest. 
Lake Forest is a win away from clinching its fifth
straight season with at least a .500 winning per-
centage. The last time the Foresters had five con-
secutive winning seasons was during the 1982-
1986 seasons. During those five years, Lake Forest
went 2-3 against Lawrence. In both of the wins, the
Foresters won by a field goal, but they failed to
score in each of the three losses. 
A year ago, the Foresters closed out a perfect 5-0 home campaign with a 27-0 win over Lawrence University. Lake
Forest’s 5’7” running back Andre Washington scrambled for a career-high 170 yards on 23 carries and Matt Mahaney
set the school record for most passing yards in a season after he netted 13 completions for 205 yards. The loss was the
eighth of the year for the Vikings and marked the third consecutive time they had fallen to Lake Forest. Lawrence is rid-
ing high after last week’s come-from-behind thriller against Grinnell College and will look to avenge last year’s shutout
in their home finale. 
Lake Forest College vs. Lawrence University
4-4 (3-4 MWC) 2-5 (2-5 MWC)
Venue: The Banta Bowl, Appleton, Wisconsin. Lake Forest has played 20 games in Appleton and has posted a 6-14
record there.
Franklyn Says: Lake Forest 27, Lawrence University 21
On the fence: Foresters need victory over
Lawrence to clinch .500 record for season
            
Jumping on 
the bandwagon
Football drops ugly conference contest to Carroll, 40-13
Strong defensive effort can’t overcome turnovers and sloppy special teams
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Men’s soccer extends streak to
eight, gears up for tournament
Big comeback leaves volleyball pumped for postseason play
by RICKY GALVEZ
SPORTS REPORTER
The Lake Forest College men’s
soccer team (10-3-1 [6-3-0]) defeated
Midwest Conference rival Carroll
College (5-6-2, [4-2-0]) 1-0 in double
overtime on Tuesday, Oct. 18 at Car-
roll. The win was the eighth in a row
for the Foresters, who currently hold
second place and a playoff berth as
the season winds down.
The score remained at a 0-0 tie
after two halves and an overtime peri-
od, until senior Sam Figueroa finished
a Forester corner kick that was loose
in the box for his second on the sea-
son.
Sophomore Jacob Elperin notched
his fifth complete-game shutout of the
season, saving six shots in the match.
The Foresters also recorded a win at
Monmouth College (4-5-3, [1-2-2]),
shutting out the Fighting Scots by a 2-
0 final in a conference matchup on
Sunday, Oct. 16.
After a scoreless first half, sopho-
more Attila Schmidt buried an unas-
sisted goal at 64:19 for his sixth of the
season, then added his seventh with
under four minutes remaining in the
game for insurance. Schmidt leads the
team in goals, assists and points.
Lake Forest outshot Monmouth
more than two-to-one, tallying 23
shots and holding their opponent to a
weak nine shots. Elperin recorded the
shutout, making a total of four saves
throughout the game.
The men’s team defeated Illinois
College (2-9-1, [0-4-1]) 2-1 on the
road on Saturday, Oct. 15.
Freshman Jovani Villesenor
opened up the scoring at 34:55 in the
first half, finishing a corner kick from
Schmidt, who added one of his own
less than five minutes into the second
half.
Though Illinois managed a score
at 84:18, the Foresters fought them off
to maintain the lead and preserve the
win. They outshot their opponents 16-
10 in the match, and did not allow a
shot in the first half. Elperin recorded
four saves on the day with no backup,
as freshman goalie Sam Malmberg
was out with a broken arm.
The Foresters will finish out their
season with a game against North
Park University at home on Saturday,
Oct. 29. The game is Senior Day for
Lake Forest and will serve as a prepa-
ration match for the upcoming playoff
tournament.
by DOUG PLAGENS
SPORTS REPORTER
The Lake Forest football squad
lost to conference rival Carroll Col-
lege on Saturday, Oct. 22, by a 40-13
final. The Foresters watched their
overall record fall to 4-4, and fell to 3-
4 in the Midwest Conference. Carroll
improved to 5-3 and 5-2 in the confer-
ence with the win.
The tone for the game was set on
the Foresters’ first offensive play, as
junior quarterback Matt Mahaney
threw a swing pass intended for junior
receiver Lee Fabiatos. The pass was
intercepted at the Foresters’ 27-yard
line and returned for a touchdown.
The defensive TD marked the only
points scored in the first quarter,
while the interception was just
Mahaney’s fourth on the season.  
Carroll also scored the first points
of the second quarter on a successful
field goal attempt of 29 yards.  The
Pioneers dominated the kicking game
as Carroll kicker Brian Jachimek con-
verted both of his field goal attempts
and three of four extra points, while
Forester kickers combined to miss
three field goals and convert one of
two point-after attempts.
The Foresters cut the Carroll lead
to four points when Mahaney con-
nected with senior wide receiver Jeff
Huebner in the end zone for the eighth
time this season, from fourteen yards.
Huebner had six catches for 50 yards
in the game.
The kicking game was not the
only problem in the Foresters’ special
teams; Carroll answered the Huebner
touchdown with an 83-yard kickoff
return for a touchdown by return spe-
cialist Isaac Hamilton just over 30
seconds before halftime to give the
Pioneers a 17-6 lead at the break.
The Foresters struck first in the
second half, as Mahaney connected
with sophomore wide receiver Jeff
Ziemnik on a 33-yard touchdown
pass.  After the Foresters forced Car-
roll to a three-and-out on their ensu-
ing possession, Mahaney had another
interception returned for a touchdown
to put Carroll on top, 24-13.
Carroll would add a field goal and
two more touchdowns in the fourth
quarter to close out the scoring. The
fourth quarter touchdowns for the
Pioneers, both on passes from quar-
terback Chris Rogers, were their first
offensive touchdowns of the game.
Although Mahaney had one of his
more efficient games of the season,
completing 15 of 25 attempts through
the air, his mistakes were very costly.
After his two interceptions and a
potentially dangerous fumble inside
his own 10-yard line, Mahaney was
replaced by freshman quarterback
Mike McNally for the third time this
season.  McNally, in limited time,
completed one of two passes for six
yards and was sacked twice.
Mahaney was sacked three times on
the afternoon.  
The Foresters’ rushing attack, nor-
mally one of the team’s strengths, was
kept in check by the Pioneers.  Junior
fullback Devin Furlong led the
Foresters’ ground game with 46 yards
on 18 carries.  The Foresters’ leading
rusher, senior Andre Washington, was
shut down completely by Carroll,
gaining just eight yards from scrim-
mage on 13 carries for an average of
0.6 yards per carry.  Washington’s
blocking line, which allowed Forester
quarterbacks to be sacked five times
in the game, often collapsed before
the veteran tailback could emerge
from the backfield. 
Despite Carroll putting 40 points
on the board against the Foresters, the
Lake Forest defense was actually one
of the team’s bright spots on the after-
noon.  Only two of the Pioneers’ five
touchdowns came on offense, and
they were both on passes in the fourth
quarter.  The Forester pass rush was
relentless despite the absence of jun-
ior linebacker Ryan Gallegos, lost for
the season to a torn ACL, as the
Foresters sacked Rogers six times in
the game.
With two games remaining in the
season, the Foresters have been math-
ematically eliminated from the Mid-
west Conference race. Their confer-
ence record stands at 3-4, while con-
ference leader Monmouth stands
undefeated at 7-0.  
After their 3-0 start, the Foresters
will find themselves trying to climb
above the .500 mark Saturday on the
road against conference cellar dweller
Lawrence, who will be taking a 2-5
record into the game.  The action from
Appleton, Wis. will begin at 1:30 p.m.
The Foresters will close out the
season at home against arch-rival St.
Norbert College on Nov. 5 at 1:00
p.m.
Photo by: Max Falaleyev
Junior quarterback Matt Mahaney tries to duck Carroll linebacker Tyler Kollmann. While he managed to evade this tackle,
Mahaney and backup QB Mike McNally suffered five sacks at the hands of a stalwart Pioneer defense.
m only
one-quar-
ter Irish, I’m
not a Catholic
and I’ve
never been to
Indiana. So
why am I a
fan of the
Notre Dame
football team?
The Fighting Irish are ranked
among the top Division I football
programs in the nation this season
and very nearly knocked off the #1
overall USC Trojans two weeks ago.
They hold a 5-2 record despite hav-
ing one of the most difficult sched-
ules in the NCAA. They’ve even had
a major motion picture, Rudy, made
about a player on their team in 1974.
As football programs go, Notre
Dame is one of the greatest of all
time. They are also one of the most
televised, thanks to a television deal
with NBC Sports.
But why should I be a fan? The
truth is, I shouldn’t be. So far as nos-
talgia is concerned, I was born in
Maine, but the Black Bears are Divi-
sion I-AA, and they don’t exactly
light up the nation. The University
of Miami is my “home” team now,
geographically speaking, and you
might catch me wearing a ‘Canes hat
or shirt on game days. I would call
myself a fan of “The U” if I was
asked.
Here’s where the conflict occurs.
How can I be a fan of both Notre
Dame and the Hurricanes at the
same time? After all, they could the-
oretically meet up in a bowl game;
who would I root for? And isn’t it a
little wishy-washy to have two
favorite teams in the same sport any-
way?
If this was the NFL, and I heard
that people were cheering on, say,
the Bears and the Vikings at the
same time, I would say that they
were crazy. But college football is
different. With college football you
don’t have the same exclusive nature
that comes with the pros; more
teams mean more loyalties, and
there are some teams that hardly
ever meet. A Georgia fan could usu-
ally get away with being a Colorado
fan as well, except in a possible
bowl game or the odd season game
every decade. So the sport lends
itself more to multiple devotions.
There is also an element of the
bandwagon here. Notre Dame hasn’t
been this successful for a few years,
and the team is getting more and
more press coverage as the season
goes on. Like baseball’s Atlanta
Braves, every Fighting Irish game is
broadcast on national television –
something that can’t be said for
many college teams. And I’ll admit
that all their recent success has con-
tributed to my newfound love of the
Irish.
But the connection goes deeper
than that. A lifelong Patriots fan, I
was just as chagrined as everyone
else when it was announced during
last season that Pats coordinator
Charlie Weis was leaving the team
after the Super Bowl to coach Notre
Dame. You couldn’t blame him – the
opportunity to distinguish oneself
with the most storied program in
NCAA history doesn’t come along
every day. He also had history on his
side – former Patriots head coach
Pete Carroll has made USC the best
team in the nation for three years
running.
There’s also the issue of Notre
Dame appearing on NBC since
1991, when I was eight years old.
It’s close to that age when loyalties
begin, and who better to root for
than the team that is on TV every
week (the same idea is the reason
why I still follow UNC basketball)?
And again there’s the fact that
the Fighting Irish boast a history
rich with tradition, glory and any
other sports clichés that come to
mind. From the Four Horsemen to
the Gipper to Rudy, stories swirl
around Notre Dame like no other
program.
I’d like to think that my interest
will continue; that some day I’ll be
able to look back on this year as the
year that I discovered Notre Dame
football for what it really was.
In the meantime, though, they
sure are fun to watch.
Joe Meixell
I
by FRANKLYN BECKFORD
SPORTS REPORTER
Something happened last Thursday
night, between games two and three of
the Lake Forest – Illinois College vol-
leyball match. 
Maybe it was something head coach
Beth Pier said to her players that con-
vinced them to pick up the intensity.
Maybe the Foresters just wanted it a lit-
tle more than the Lady Blues. Maybe it
was a combination of the two. But what-
ever it was, the final outcome saw the
Foresters victorious in five games
against Midwest Conference rival Illi-
nois College, to improve to 7-1 in the
league’s South Division and remain in
first place.
“We started off nonchalant like it
was just another game,” said sophomore
Nicole Baich, who finished with a
match-high 18 kills and five blocks.
“Then we realized that it was an impor-
tant conference game and every match
matters to us.” 
After losing the first two games 30-
21 and 31-29, Lake Forest bounced back
to record a 30-24 win in the pivotal third
game. From there, the home team
looked dominant, as they crushed Illi-
nois College 30-14 in the fourth game,
then finished off the visitors with a 15-
11 win in the final game. Lake Forest is
now 4-4 in five-game matches.
“Coach really didn’t have to say
much in between games,” Baich said.
“We had internal motivation and we just
had some girls step up and say ‘let’s play
like we want to be here.’”
Baich was not the only Forester who
picked up her game in last Thursday’s
win. Juniors Janelle Balcerzak and Ken-
dra Casey also played major roles. Bal-
cerzak finished the evening with ten
kills, nine digs, three blocks and a
match-high five aces, and Casey dished
out 46 assists to give her 1,000 for the
year. 
“I thought we struggled with the
serving, but Kendra did a great job with
our passing game,” Baich added.
But the five-game win was also a
special match for one Forester freshman
from Murray, Neb. Freshman Synneve
Yoder is one of five newcomers on this
year’s team who has used her rookie
season to improve her skills and earn the
trust of Coach Pier. On Thursday night,
Yoder recorded a career-high 14 kills
and three blocks, added eight digs and a
pair of aces, and proved to be the differ-
ence in the match.
“Synneve was very consistent. She
kept us alive with her hitting and played
well while the rest of us struggled,”
Baich said of her teammate. 
Before last Thursday, Yoder’s previ-
ous high in kills was nine and she had a
total of five blocks, but something
sparked the 5’10” outside hitter to step
up and provide a much-needed spark off
the bench.
“We started off slow, but she came in
and had a great night,” senior captain
Meghan Miller said of Yoder, who could
not be reached for comment. Miller fin-
ished the match with 28 digs and is 44
digs away from reaching the 2,000-dig
plateau in her career. “She was all over
the court and her defense was great. She
usually struggles a little defensively, but
she was great in that match.”
The Foresters have the best record
(7-1) in the South Division and are tied
with Monmouth College with nine
points. Lake Forest has already clinched
a berth in the six-team MWC Volleyball
Championship, which will be played in
the first weekend of November. Accord-
ing to Miller, the Foresters are ready.
“We are a little disappointed with the
new point system, but we will be ready
for the tournament. Because of the
points, we probably won’t win the con-
ference title, but if we play well in the
tournament and win it, then we’ll go to
nationals, and hopefully we’ll keep on
winning there too,” Miller concluded.
Sour close to successful season
by RICKY GALVEZ
SPORTS REPORTER
The Lake Forest women’s soccer
team (8-6-2, [5-2-2]) closed out its
season with a hard-fought 4-1 loss to
the University of Wisconsin-White-
water (8-7-0) on Sunday, Oct. 23 at
Farwell Field in Lake Forest.
The Foresters’ lone goal was
scored by freshman Jaymie Honold
for her fifth of the year. Honold ranks
third on the team in points with 13,
six shy of fellow freshman Katie
Rice’s 19. The score proved to mean
little, as the Foresters were a step
behind the tough Whitewater squad. 
After giving up only a single goal
in the first half, Lake Forest let down
its guard, allowing two more scores
within the first twelve minutes of the
second period. Whitewater added an
insurance goal following Honold’s
late score.
Splitting time between the pipes
for Lake Forest were junior Kristyne
Operzedek and freshman Alison
Lynch, each taking one half of the
game. Operzedek ended with four
saves and Lynch notched five in the
loss.
Earlier in the week the team
dropped a 6-0 away game to Midwest
Conference powerhouse Carroll Col-
lege.
Lake Forest could muster little
offense against the dominating Car-
roll squad (12-4-0, [8-1-0]), manag-
ing only three shots (all of which
came in the second half).
Freshman Caty von Brecht said,
“[Carroll] was definitely a really good
team and they played very well, but
we could have done better. They’re a
turf team - we’ll beat them on grass.”
In fact, Carroll has not lost a game on
their home turf in the past two sea-
sons.
Operzedek and Lynch again split the
game, recording five and nine saves,
respectively.
The Foresters suffered another
loss at Monmouth College (11-5-0,
[7-2-0]) on Monday, Oct. 16.
While the first half remained
scoreless, Monmouth scored off a
penalty kick at 74:52 in the second
half and added another soon after for
a 2-0 win. The Foresters were outshot
23-14 in the contest, with Operzedek
recording eight saves.
Senior Melissa Stevenson became
Lake Forest’s all-time goals and
points leader with her hat trick in the
Foresters’ 8-0 blanking of Illinois
College (2-13-1, [2-7-0]) on Saturday,
Oct. 15 in Jacksonville, Illinois.
Freshmen Grace Dunford and Honold
each contributed assists on Steven-
son’s scores.
Though the first half ended in a 0-
0 deadlock, Rice opened up the scor-
ing with her seventh of the season,
followed by two of Stevenson’s, then
another from Rice. Honold, freshman
Mallory Davis and sophomore Krista
Kusinski all contributed to the win
with goals of their own.
Lynch recorded the Foresters’
sixth shutout of the season, only
needing to save a single shot.
                
